Diabetes and Kidney Disease Can You Get Better?

During this webinar you will learn:

• How Diabetes Affects Your Kidneys
• How Controlling Diabetes Improves Health and Well Being
• Strategies for Controlling Diabetes

Join the call:
Date: September 26, 2019
Time: 2:00 pm ET, 1:00 pm CT, 12:00 pm MT, 11:00 am PT
Dial: 877-399-5186
Enter Meeting Code: 433 459 5474

About the Presenter:
David Spero has been a nurse for 40 years, has lived with a chronic illness for 30 years, writes regularly for Diabetes Self-Management magazine and web site and for other health publications. He is author of The Art of Getting Well: Maximizing Health When You Have a Chronic Illness and Diabetes: Sugar Coated Crisis – Who gets it, who profits, and how to stop it. His e-book series: The Inn by the Healing Path: Stories on the road to wellness tells inspirational stories of recovery and growth.